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3. Claims. (C. 18-44) 

This invention relates to ultra high frequency 
apparatus, particularly to means for electrically 
tuning the same and has special reference to the 
provision of an improved “shorting plug' for 
varying the effective length of a transmission line 
of the type employing concentric conductors. 
The usual method of tuning ultra high fre 

quency apparatus is to change the length of the 
transmission line which carries the high fre 
quency currents. In changing the tuning by ad 
justing the effective mechanical length of the 
System, difficulties arise in providing an adjust 
able contact of the requisite low impedance and 
resistance. The problem is especially difficult 
When the contact to be adjusted is at the closed 
end of a concentric line, at which point the cur 
rent is maximum. Poor contacts not only atten 
luate the high frequency currents but tend to in 
troduce microphonic disturbances into the System 
and to change its tuning especially when the ap 
paratus is subject to mechanical vibration or to 
variations in the intensity of the currents being 
transmitted. 

Accordingly, the principal object of the present 
invention is to provide a mechanically movable 
but nevertheless extremely low resistance contact 
for use between parts of a tuned circuit such, for 
example, as the Outer and inner conductors of 
a concentric line. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

readily adjustable and trouble-free terminal or 
“shorting plug' for altering the effective length 
(and hence the tuning) of a concentric line. 
Other objects and advantages together with 

certain details of construction will be apparent 
and the invention itself Will be best understood 
by reference to the following Specification and to 
the accompanying drawing, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of a 
concentric line With the shorting plug of the 
invention in position, 

Figure 2 is an end elevational view of the short 
ing plug of Fig. 1, 

Figure 3 is a sectional elevation taken on the 
line 3/3 of Fig. 2, and 

Figure 4 is an exploded view of the several 
different parts of the shorting plug of Figs. 1 to 
3 inclusive. 

Like reference characters designate the same 
or corresponding parts in all figures. 

In Fig. 1, A designates the Outer and B the inner 
conductor of a concentric line. A shorting plug 
indicated generally at C is movable within the 
outer conductor, and constitutes a conductive 
Connection between conductors A and B. Move 

ment of the shorting plug C along the Surfaces 
of the inner and outer conductors alters the ef 
fective length and hence the tuning of the ap 
paratus. As will hereinafter more fully appear, 
such movement may be achieved by manipulating 
a plurality of insulating rods or handles D which 
extend fron; the shorting plug beyond an open 
terminal of the Outer conductor B. 
Considered in its entirety, the shorting plug C 

may be said to comprise an annulus having an 
outside diameter corresponding Substantially to 
the inside diameter of the outer conductor A and 
an inside diameter corresponding substantially 
to the outside diameter of the inner conductor B. 

This shorting plug C is constituted essentially 
of an inner split ring (the inner Surface of 
which comprises the inner peripheral surface of 
the annulus), an outer split ring 3 (the outer sur 
face of Which comprises the Outer peripheral Sur 
face of the annulus) and two split discs 2 and 4 
respectively (the exposed faces of which comprise 
the major Surfaces of the annulus) which are 
arranged in Spaced parallel relation and Spain the 
Space between the inner and Outer rings and 
3. Each of the split rings and 3 and split discs 
2. and 4 are preferably constituted of three seg 
ments each of which extends substantially 120° 
around a central axis a-d which corresponds to 
the common axis of the concentric conductors A 
and B. 
As shown more clearly in Figs. 3 and 4, the 

outer or concealed surface of the inner split ring 
f comprises two surface Sections a and b which 
are each beveled or inclined in Wardly (i. e., toward 
the axis a-a) from a protruding ridge or rim c. 
which bisects the thickness dimension of the said 
ring. Similarly, the inner or concealed surface of 
the outer split ring 3 comprises two surface sec 
tions 3a and 35 which are each beveled or in 
clined outwardly (i. e., away from the central axis 
a-a) from a protruding ridge or rim 3c which 
bisects the thickness dimension of the said outer 
ring. The inner 2d, 4a and outer 2b, 4b periph 
eral surfaces of the split discs 2 and 4 comprise 
beveled Surfaces which are complements of the 
beveled ring surfaces which are adjacent there 
to. The discrete parts of these spaced discs 2 
and 4 are preferably in register one with another. 
Tapped Screw holes h in One of the registered 
parts of the discs accommodate screws T which, 
When turned by the application of a rotating 
force to the insulating handles D, regulate the 
Spacing between the discs. The registered parts 
of the discs 2 and 4 in being screwed toward each 
other exert a contracting force upon the inner 
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ring and an expanding force upon the outer 
ring 3. These oppositely directed forces are, of 
course, applied to the rings and 3 through their 
beveled surfaces fa, b, 3d, 3b which, as previ 
Ously described, are presented to the beveled pe 
ripheral Surfaces 2a, 2b, 4a, 4b of the discs 2 
and 4. 
The Outer Surface of the outer ring 3 is pro 

vided with a circumferential groove or recess 3g 
Within which a coil spring S is seated. The ex 
panding force applied to outer ring 3 is thus 
exerted against the inwardly directed biasing 
force of the spring S. When the expanding 
force is removed from the outer ring 3 (i. e., 
When the Screws T are turned in the direction 
required to provide an increased spacing between 
the discS 2 and 4) the Spring Surges the several 
partS of the ring 3 inwardly thereby contracting 
it. Similarly, as the contracting force is removed 
from the inner ring (by increasing the separa 
tion between the discs 2 and 4) the adjacent sur 
faces of the conductor A and ring are no longer 
clamped to each other, so that the entire short 
ing plug C (Fig. 1) may be moved by means of 
the insulating rods D to the exact position re 
quired to tune the transmission line. 

Obviously, the clamping force applied to the 
inner and outer conductors A, B through the 
Shorting plug C should be substantially no great 
er than that required to achieve an intimate 
mechanical and low resistance electrical connec 
tion. The thickness of the circumferential ridges 
C and 3C on the inner and outer rings and 3 

Will Ordinarily be so chosen as to limit the in 
tensity of the clamping force exerted upon the 
inner and Outer conductors A and B by these 
illgS. 
Other modifications of the invention will Sug 

gest themselves to those Skilled in the art. It is 
to be understood therefore that the foregoing is 
to be interpreted as illustrative and not in a 
limiting Sense except as required by the prior art 
and by the Spirit of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
i. A shorting plug for a transmission line of 

the type having concentric inner and outer con 

2,203,806 
ductors, Said plug comprising a plurality of rela 
tively movable parts constituting inner and outer 
Surfaces each adapted to engage one of the op 
pOSed Surfaces of said inner and outer conductors, 
Spring means biased to maintain a fit between 
Said parts, and means for contracting the inner 
and eXpanding the Outer Surfaces of said plug 
against the biasing force of said Spring. 

2. A shorting plug for a transmission line of 
the type having concentric inner and outer con 
ductors, Said plug comprising a split ring adapted 
to embrace the inner conductor, a second split 
ring adapted to be received within the outer con 
ductor, a Split disc for maintaining said split 
rings in Spaced relation, and means for varying 
the Spacing between the parts of said split disc 
Whereby a contracting force may be applied to 
One and an expanding force to the other of said 
Split rings as determined by the direction of 
change in the Spacing of the parts constituting 
Said Split disc. 

3. A shorting plug for a transmission line of 
the type having concentric inner and outer con 
ductors, Said plug comprising a split ring having 
an inner Surface adapted to embrace the inner 
Conductor and an outer Surface which is beveled 
along the axis of said conductors, a second split 
ring having an outer Surface adapted to contact 
the inner Surface of said conductor and an inner 
Surface beveled along said axis, the beveled sur 
face of Said inner and outer rings being inclined 
in the opposite direction, with respect to said 
axis, a Split annulus mounted between said inner 
and Outer rings and having beveled inner and 
Outer peripheral Surfaces complementary respec 
tively to the Outer and inner beveled surfaces 
of Said inner and outer split rings, and means 
for moving the parts of said split ring along said 
COInnon axis. Whereby a contracting force is ap 
plied to One and an expanding force is applied 
to the other of said split rings through their re 
Spective beveled surfaces as determined by the 
direction of axial movement of the parts consti 
tuting said Split disc. 

LESTER JOHN WOLF. 
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